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INTRODUCTION

Design in Context is a course taught at the faculty of NTNU Trondheim by Sami Rintala and Pasi Aalto. Part of the course is a design
exercise. The location of the exercise is Lødingen at the start of
the Lofoten in North Norway. The client, Bente and Bjørn, own an
area next to Lødingen that they are developing and we are helping them developing it by generating some conceptual idea’s for
how to further develop the area. While designing and spending a
lot of time together as a group, we decided to name our fictive
architecture office ‘VIDA’ or, Vint I Dos Architects. This document is
a presentation of our thoughts on how to further develop the area.
We hope you enjoy reading it.
Team VIDA.
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LOCATION
LOFOTEN IN NORWAY
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LOCATION
LØDINGEN IN LOFOTEN
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LOCATION
NES FORT NEXT TO LØDINGEN
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LOCATION
AREA WITH SUN AND WIND
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MILITARY BUILDINGS
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HISTORIC PART
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PENINSULA
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CABINS
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URBAN PLAN
AREA PROJECTS
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URBAN PLAN
TIMELINE

Housing area
and cabin

Café as kickoff

Bunkerlounge

Peninsula with path,
bridge and shelter

Marina

Dynamic area

Trainconnection

Golf
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CAFÉ
ON THE HILL

drawing marking design area
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CAFÉ
DESCRIPTION AND CONCEPT

The idea is to build a place which is a Café and an information
place as the same time. In that place people will be able to enjoy
the nice view over all Vestfjord while they are drinking a coffee and
also have information about the area.
The main Café takes place on the old control tower of the military
base. That place is accessible by the stair on the hill (already existing)
and with a funicular for disabled people (to build between the
Café and the educational area). On that strategic point we have
a wide panorama of all the area it’s the perfect place to see all the
attractions of the areas. The view at that place is also one of the
most breathtaking, that is the reason we thought about that place
to build a rest place as a Café.
The construction of the café of Vestfjord has been thought in different
steps. The first is to build the main Café with all the facilities to allow it
to work as an individual building. Then, if there is a will to expend the
buildings, three extensions have been designed for. Two meeting
rooms and a viewpoint-room can be added close to the main café.
The two meeting rooms have its own additional kitchen and toilets
also. To connect all that extension to the main Café, some path
has been designed. They will allow people to go from one place to
another using exterior paths.

Perspective of the Café from the roof of the bunker

Construction informations
All the buildings are made of lodge wood, the outside walls are a
double layer of lodge wood. This is the same construction disposition
than the Cabin project that you will be able to see a little further
in that presentation. The advantage of that construction technic
is the simplicity of construction, all the pieces of wood can be
precut in a workshop before then fixed together on the site. It also
reduces the number of layers on the walls so also the possible errors
of constructions. Moreover it doesn’t need really specify workers so
finally it will cost less than a traditional structure. Finally, the thermic
properties of the lodge wood will improve the café and also give
that nice cosy feeling of wood cabins.

Old control tower (actual place of the main Café)

Perspective of the Café from the roof of the bunker
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CAFÉ
SITUATION

First meeting room

Main Café

Viewpoint room

Second meeting room

Situation 1/100
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CAFÉ
PHASES

Phase 1 : Construction of the main Café

Phase 2 : Construction of the first meeting room

Phase 3 : Construction of the viewpoint room

Phase 3 : Construction of the second meeting room
19

CAFÉ
STEP 1: MAIN CAFÉ

This is the first phase of the construction of the Café. The main Café
is made to allow the place to start and develop a serious business.
As described in the introduction, this a place which allows is the
space to have information about the area, to drink and rest and
to have a nice view all over Vestfjord.
Here we have a large lodge wood Café with large windows mainly
open on the south. The entrance is put apart from the rest by a
space which is under the Café area. When you entered you are
directly in front of a desk where you can have all the information
you need. Then you have to take the stair or the slop to access
the Café part. A large and long bar and 42 seats for that place.
Two toilets which one is for handicapped people. Between the
information desk and the café area we will find the kitchen. Two
doors or on the west and east walls of the Café to allow people
to go out when the extensions are not already there and after to
access the extensions.
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CAFÉ
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CAFÉ
STEP 2: MEETING ROOM

First extension of the Café. It’s a separate meeting room with its own
small kitchen and facilities. The purpose of this place is to allow the
tenants of the Café to offer private room for business company or
private clients, but also to extend the capacity of the Café. The
construction of this place is the same style as the main Café and
its link to the first construction by the little path connecting to the
west door of the main building. This lodge house has open views
on the west part of Vestfjord. From that point you will be able to
see the marina and the peninsula and also to have a look on the
bunkers.
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CAFÉ
MEETING ROOM
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CAFÉ
STEP 3: VIEWPOINT

Second extension of the Café. It is a small-scale building just made
to add some extra seats and create a nice viewpoint to enjoy
coffee and the views. Here you will find two benches and table
with chairs, to enjoy the place alone or in a group. This place is a
link between the east wall of the main Café and the third extension
that you will find at the next page of that presentation. In the final
form of the Café that place will be as a pause in the long path to
the third extension. The view point is opening on both sides, North
and South of Vestfjord. You have a large view on the educational
area and another on the fjord with the national Mountain in the
landscape. It is an ideal place to have a look on the area and plan
a day in Nes Fort.
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CAFÉ
VIEWPOINT
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CAFÉ
STEP 4: SECOND MEETINGROOM

Final extension of the project. You will find here a second
independent meeting room, as the first one you have toilets and
kitchen and bar. It is also made to be able to be rent for a small
event or just to be an extension of the main Café. On that one you
have a large view on the east side of Vestfjord and in the direction
of the National Mountain.
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CAFÉ
SECOND MEETINGROOM
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CAFÉ
PATHS

To link the different part of the project small paths have been
designed. They are open paths with a nice slop under the feet and
two fences on each side. In each fence you will find a door and a
large opening to create some viewpoints along the walk. That place
is made of wood as the different buildings.

Here you have the detail of the disposition of the path between two
buildings of the project.
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CAFÉ
PATHS

Here you have the elevation of each path with the
localisation of the openings on the fence. 1/100

N
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CAFÉ
PERSPECTIVES
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CAFÉ
PERSPECTIVES

Perspective west

Perspective east

Perspective north
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BUNKER LODGE
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BUNKER LODGE
LOCATION
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BUNKER LODGE
IMPLEMENTATION
Cafe access :
5mn by walk

1. Main lodge

Direction
peninsula
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Direction
Dynamic area
2. Little lodges

BUNKER LODGE
IMPLEMENTATION
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BUNKER LODGE
GROUNDFLOOR
Access to private area :
bedrooms

Lodge’s entrance by the
East facade, in continuity
with the existing path
Hall with double ceiling

South facing main room with
double ceiling. Large glass
facade overlooking the sea and
mountains including the national
mountain of Norway.
Kitchen and tables at the disposal
of people : independence

Main exterior layout:
fireplaceLocated south of the
lodge, sheltered from the wind
thanks to the treesAccess by a
path following the unevenness of
the ground
0
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BUNKER LODGE
SPA

A spa in a bunker invites to meditation and relaxation in a place
steeped in history. The spa is accessed through a separate
entrance to the lodge entrance, so as not to mix up the clientele.
This entrance is accessible by the main exterior stairs, on the east
side. Like all the rest of the project, this entrance is entirely made
of wood, in order to contrast strongly with the concrete and the
darkness of the bunker.The spa contains : - north side: access
by stairs, overlooking the two locker rooms. The corridor in which
the stairs go down could receive exhibitions on its walls, such as
historical photos of the site. - west side : the sauna, glazed, allowing
to enjoy the light effects created by the flaws in the wall. This wall
gives directly on the jacuzzi. Outside access to a terrace with cold
baths is also present. - east side: a hammam next to two massage
rooms. - south side : the main room with the large round pool,
taking exactly the existing forms of the bunker.All this is organised
around the showers, allowing access to them by all amenities.
Access for people with reduced mobility is located in the lobby of
the lodge.
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BUNKER LODGE
FIRST FLOOR

Large library available for
guests

South facing rooms :
sunshine and views. They
all have a bathroom and
separate toilet. Room of 2, 3
or 6 people

Independent entrance to
the meeting room, while
being in the main room
of the lodge, enjoying
favorable orientation and
view. Independent toilets
and kitchen

0
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BUNKER LODGE
ENTRANCE
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BUNKER LODGE
SECOND FLOOR

Highest point of the bunker:
laid out and accessible
by a wooden staircase.
This allows to enjoy the
panorama, while surprisingly
discover a garden,
contrasting with the
ubiquitous concrete of the
bunker.

0
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Large room : 10 people

BUNKER LODGE
VIEW MAINROOM

Le bardage bois extérieur serait de couleur naturelle partout à
l’exception des murs entourant les escaliers, renforçant ainsi l’idée
de faille.
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BUNKER LODGE
ELEVATIONS

East facade

West facade
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BUNKER LODGE
ELEVATIONS

North facade

South facade
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BUNKER LODGE
CONSTRUCTION

The Klh could be a possibility to be the main material in the lodge,
since it is a passive material with great properties and can be used
as a structural element. The envelope of the building is a wood
facade hanged in studs, leaving enough space to isolate with
rockwool. The drawings explain how can be solved in the corner of
the building and the whole of the window in the case of using Klh
and a hanged facade.
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BUNKER LODGE
EXTENSION

After the establishment of the main lodge, it would be interesting
to develop smaller, more independent lodges attached to the
main lodge. These would be around the 3 other bunkers, allowing
immersion in both the nature and the history of the site. These could
accommodate between 2 and 6 people.
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HOUSING
LOCATION

46

HOUSING
AREA

The Housing area at Nes Fort has already
been developed and several sites and cabins
have alredy been etablished. Further sites are
in planing where the commune has allowed
to etablish cabins. The density is giong to
be as showed in the plan above. A clear
development in the area is visible considering
the catalouge houses. As a result of this the
housinglandscape is similar and monotone.
Our approach to that is to suggest an example
of a sitespesific cabin on the site of Bente and
Bjørn. It should show a different kind of cabin
that stands out of the rest of the houses.
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CABIN
PERSPECTIVE ARRIVAL
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CABIN
CONCEPT

RUIN
Existing structure gets preserved
and creates a centerpoint in
the new building.

VOLUMES
Three volumes surrounding
the ruin. Each of them has a
different function like Private
Area, Common Area with
the view over the Fjord and a
smaller guesthouse.

CONNECTION
It is important that the volumes
are propperly connected,
asspecially the Private and
Common area, so a bridge that
crosses the ruin is introduced.
Everytime someone is changing
from one volume to another the
ruin is good visible.

ROOF
To combine the the volumes
a shared roof is introduced
where each volume has its own
inclination and the ruin functions
as centralpoint.

OPENINGS
At the entrance, over the ruin
and in front of the guesthouse
the roof is being opened with a
wood construction in place. The
entrances are still covered.
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CABIN
SITUATION

View towards fjord

Guesthouse
Private area

Fireplace

Common area

Ruin on site

Old structure as shelter
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CABIN
FLOORPLAN 1:100
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CABIN
ELEVATION SOUTH-EAST 1:100
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CABIN
ELEVATION SOUTH-WEST 1:100
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CABIN
SECTION A-A 1:100
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CABIN
CONSTRUCTION DETAIL 1:20
ROOF:
Construction with
inside insulation.
UROOF= 0,13 W/(m²K)
The main construction consists of a double
layer of 200mm by 200 mm logs of wood.
They are not nutched in a traditional way
but more stacked on top of each other.
The architecture should be experienced
in a modern and clean way but yet with a
traditional feeling.
In Norway the technical demand for nutched
cabins are lower than regular ones to still
have the possibility to maintain traditional
construction methods. As a result of that the
insulation value of the wall is not as good
as other modern projects but the woodlogs
brings other positive effects with it. Wood has
better thermical comfort than for instance
a timbered wall. It is also possible to cut
and produce the logs in a temperature and
humidity safe environment and simply join
them together on the site. A construction of
massive logs is also more consistent in the from
time to time routh conditions on the side. And
never the less it creates a homly and simple
cabin atmosphere.
The foundation with the shoes and the
concrete posts is applyed where it is needed.
With this kind of construction rather then a slab
based one, the footprint to the ground is being
kept to a minimal.

OUTERWALL:
Double layer of 200
by 200mm logs of
wood.
UWALL= 0,35 W/(m²K)

WINDOW:
Triple glazed
window with
insertion into the
woodlog
UWINDOW= 0,8 W/(m²K)

FLOOR:
UFLOOR= 0,1 W/(m²K)

FOUNDATION:
Metalshoes with
concrete post in
the ground
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CABIN
VIEW FROM BRIDGE TO LIVINGROOM
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CABIN
INTERIOR

Extension of construction to sperate kitchen and
living room as well as functioning shelf

The interior of the cabin is mostly wood. Like
on the outside the woodlogs are forming the
walls and gives the place a well known but
yet modern expression and atmosphere of a
notched cabin. The idea for the interior is also
to use extensions of the wallconstruction as
furniture as showed in the picture from another
project below. The same logdimensions are
used everywhere which also forms a unity in
the cabin. The extensions of the construction
can be used to form a sitting bench in the
entrance area, a kitchen bench and a
speration wall betwenn the kitchen and the
livingroom, which also functions as a shelf for
books, decoration or even firewood.

Interior Hytte Femunden by Aslak Hanshuus Arkitekter

Hytte Femunden by Aslak Hanshuus Arkitekter
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MARINA
REFERENCES

The main idea for the Marina is to develop a small scale wood
marina with a minimum visual impact but also efficient and
allowing a large panel of boats to come. Here you will find three
references of marina that look like our vision of the marina place.
The idea is to develop the current peer in longer and several similar
wooden piers.
For the peninsula marina the main inspiration for the design has
been that project of water organs from the architect Nikola Bašić.
We have that stair disposition that allows us to have a small marina
that managing the tide variation thanks to those different steps.
The idea is simply to have a little less than ten boats on that marina
that are staying only for one day or one afternoon. If a boat wants
to stay longer, it is going to the main marina.
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PATH
LOCATION

drawing marking design area
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PATH
INITIAL THOUGHTS
The peninsula of the Nes area consists out of a peninsula and a little
Island. Their names are store auenholmen (the peninsula) and litje
aueholmen (the island). In the opinion of VIDA, the combination of
this peninsula and island is one of the most beautiful places of the
Nes area and should be valued for its pristine rural feel. It can be
used as a trademark for Vestfjord Panorama, the first thing you see
when you for instance open the website.
The idea is to create a path from the end of the existing path that’s
going down to the beginning of the peninsula all the way op to
the North-East side of litje auenholmen. At litje auenholmen there
would be a small marina for accessible for short stay visitors that
want to see the Nes area and have a good lunch in the café.
This page shows the initial design thoughts of VIDA considering the
path.
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PATH
URBAN CONCEPT
How this path should be positioned is defined by circles following
the convex and concaves of the outlines of the peninsula and
island. This creates a shape that is in harm with the existing context.
How it is presented here is an estimation of the correct position of
the path, a mere urban strategy. If one should continue this design,
one should make a detailed 3D scan of the peninsula and island to
define even more detailed how the path should be positioned.
A benefit of using circles in contrast to a free formed curve is that
the design is partly repeatable. One circle consists of similar parts,
dependent on the radius of the circle. This would allow for prefabricating panels for the path in for instance one of the buildings of the
dynamic area of Nes, and would improve the building speed and
thus reduce building costs.

concept drawing of repeatability

concept drawing of positioning the path using circles
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PATH
URBAN CONCEPT
In the beginning of the peninsula the context is quite low. This part
the path will be positioned in the middle following the convex and
concaves, thus the curvature of the landscape. As soon as you ‘hit’
the higher part of the peninsula, the path will divert to the high tide
line on the east side of the peninsula. There it will follow the convex
and concaves of the peninsula once again, at the high tide line.
With the highest tide, the water should still not be reaching the
foundation of the path. As soon as you start bending to the west
side, you will see the connection between the peninsula and the
island. There will be a bridge, suggested as one line to create a
contrast from the curves. As soon as you reach the island, the path
will follow the convex and concaves again, all the way up to the
little marina.
On the next page a simple phasing strategy is proposed of constructing the path. It will follow the order of the text described
above (constructing the path from North to South) because the
path will be used to bring building materials to the site. This way
harming the flora of the peninsula due to construction is mostly
prevented. After the path, bridge and marina are completed, the
existing structures (bunker and foundation of old house) can be
used to make small structures as a shelter or a bird watching tower.
One of these would be an excellent design exercise for architecture students and it would not be a strange idea having them over
to actually build one of the structures.
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PATH
PHASE 1: TOP VIEW

design focus

The drawing above indicates the design focus of the first part of
the path. Notice that the design is repeatable though, the whole
bright red line in the drawing will be constructed as shown on the
next pages (part 1). The circle defined the part of the curve that
is designed, it starts from the intersection with the last circle and
continues to the intersection of the next circle. The length of the
curve is divided by parts of three meters, in this case the curve
would need seven panels to be constructed. How it will look from
the top is shown in the drawing on the right. In this case one panel
consists out of fifteen beams on top of two beams. All the beams
can be straight. Laying the fifteen beams on top perpendicular to
the circle will still create the look of a curve, while the underlaying
structure is actually not a curve.

top view 1:100
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PATH
PHASE 1: CONSTRUCTION
The construction of part one of the path should be a fairly simple
process with low impact on the existing context. Where the panels
should be supported, a foundation is needed. Where the corner
points of the panel meet stone that is strong enough to drill in and
around 200-400mm in height from the corner point to the surface of
the stone, a metal shoe can be casted into the hole that is drilled in
the stone. Where the corner points meet a surface that is loose (like
loose rocks or sand) a small concrete cast should provide enough
stability for a metal shoe. To level the panels out, one will need
wooden columns here and there to meet the panel. The metal
shoes will be adjustable in height to be able to precisely level the
path out. Now the panels can be brought in and installed on the
spot.

1. Laying a concrete foundation where necesarry.

2. Adding metal shoes to concrete, or directly in to stone of
context where possible.

3. Adding pine columns

4. Adding prefabricated path panel and leveling out with
adjusters in metal shoes.

5. Adding next panel.

6. Adding next panel, etc.
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PATH
PHASE 1: ELEVATIONS
The panels consist out of two beams of 150mm x 150mm that lay
on the metal shoes and columns of similar size. On the two beams,
fifteen beams of 150mm x 150mm are placed perpendicular to the
curve of the circle. They are sunk half into the underlaying beams.
Between the fifteen beams there’s a variating gap from +- 50mm to
+- 75mm. The gaps vary because of the perpendicular placement
of the fifteen beams. The gaps allow for rainwater to fall through
and sunlight to still party hit the underlaying context to prevent
from harming the existing flora. The architecture of the path should
be adapted to the flora, not the flora to the architecture.
The size of 150mm x 150mm is recommendable to make the path
durable. Wood will eventually rot, but a beam of 50mm x 50mm
reaches its structural limit due to rot earlier than a beam of a larger
size. As impregnation, the use of linseed oil is recommended. The
type of wood should be a locally available one, such as pine. It is
also recommended to order the building materials from a sawmill
that is closest to the building location to reduce transport costs.
The path has in total a width of 2,5 meters, large enough for multiple groups of people to cross and accessible with a small vehicle
like an ATV or a small car. The height at highest point is 0,7 meters,
which is the limit height acceptable without a railing. The next
phase will show how to architecturaly include a railing when the
height is above 0.7 meters.

side view 1:50

Pine wood of 150mm x 150mm

front view1:50
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PATH
STRUCTURAL CONFIRMATION
In order to estimate a dimension for the structural wooden elements a structural calculation is made. This also proves in the beginning of the design phase that a path designed like this will be structurally sound. The loads (q) are the deadweight of the path itself
and a variable load that is estimated of the number of kilograms of
some people plus a small vehicle. The peak moment will be in the
middle of the two beams supporting the fifteen beams above plus
people plus vehicle. With the peak moment, stress can be calculated at this point which is compared to the allowable stress of pine.
The stress due to the loads is +- 25% of the allowable bending stress,
though reducing the size of the beams is not recommended since
it will reduce the durability of the structure.
If the supports are casted correctly and will be able to bear a
moment, placing a panel on it that functions as a plate will make a
stable structure.
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PATH
PHASE 2: TOP VIEW

design focus

The drawing above indicates the design focus of the second part
of the path. Again the design is repeatable, the whole bright red
line in the drawing will be constructed as shown on the next pages
(part 2). The circle defined the part of the curve that is designed, it
starts from the intersection with the last circle and continues to the
intersection of the next circle. The length of the curve is divided by
parts of three meters, in this case the curve would need nine panels to be constructed. How it will look from the top is shown in the
drawing on the right. In this case one panel consists out of fifteen
beams on top of two beams. All the beams can be straight. Laying
the fifteen beams on top perpendicular to the circle will still create
the look of a curve, while the underlaying structure is actually not a
curve. Here, to create interventions along the complete path, the
west side of the design has a railing with benches integrated in it
and the east side has a railing where the distance to the underlaying surface is more than 0.7 meter.

top view 1:100
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PATH
PHASE 2: CONSTRUCTION
The construction of part two of the path should be a fairly simple
process with low impact on the existing context. Where the panels
should be supported, a foundation is needed. Where the corner
points of the panel meet stone that is strong enough to drill in and
around 200-400mm in height from the corner point to the surface of
the stone, a metal shoe can be casted into the hole that is drilled in
the stone. Where the corner points meet a surface that is loose (like
loose rocks or sand) a small concrete cast should provide enough
stability for a metal shoe. To level the panels out, one will need
wooden columns here and there to meet the panel. The metal
shoes will be adjustable in height to be able to precisely level the
path out. Now the panels can be brought in and installed on the
spot. After that the railings can be installed, after which the benches follow. The joints between the beams of the panels and railings
/ benches can be lap joints screwed with multiple screws so they
can bear a moment. Alternatively, a bridle joint can be used.

1. Laying a concrete foundation where necesarry and add
metal shoes

2. Adding pine columns

3. Laying path panels

4. Adding left railing

5. Adding benches

6. Adding right railing
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PATH
PHASE 2: ELEVATIONS
Phase two of the path should be flowing out of the first phase of the
path. Gradually, railings and benches come up out of the sides of
the path for the visitors to sit and relax on and enjoy the beautiful
surroundings of Vestfjord Panorama. To maintain consistency, the
material for the railings and benches is similar to the material used
for the path. The benches are 500mm high and also 500mm deep.
The length of the benches can be varied to create a more playful
composition.
Structurally, the connections of the railings and benches with the
path should be strong enough to bear the moment created by
the people sitting on the benches or leaning against the railing.
With the lap joint and several decent sized screws this should be
the case. The volume of the extra material relative to phase one
results in a higher bending stress in the middle of the beam. If you
do the calculation, the stress will result in 9,8 N/mm2 which is 35% of
the allowable bending stress. Adding the railings and benches will
structurally be no problem for the beams supporting them.

side view 1:50
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front view 1:50

PATH
PHASE 1,2: PERSPECTIVE
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PATH
PHASE 3: TOP VIEW

design focus
Phase three of the path is a very interesting one. It should be a
connection between the peninsula and the island, which at the
smallest span is more or less 75 meters. There’s a rock in the middle
of the span so it can be divided in two times 37,5 meter. A bridge is
created by casting solid concrete foundations at the points necessary and placing glulam beams. The reason for using glulam is
that you can choose the width, height and form of the beam, it’s
not dependent on a trees size. The bridge is a combination of the
design of the path of part one and two, combined with the glulam
beams. To enjoy the roughness of the area when the southwest
winds rise, there’s a transparent face on the southwest side of the
bridge that can be made out of glass or plexiglass. One should still
have a nice view without being blown away.

side view 1:200
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section bridge 1:50
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PATH
PHASE 4 AND 5

design focus
Phase four is designed and constructed similarly to phase one of
the path. Where railings are needed, they are added the same
way as in phase 2. The part leads to the small marina, which is
phase five. A concrete foundation bends into the ocean, to block
the eastern winds that can rise in this area. On the concrete pier
the same wood is placed as used in the path. To the concrete pier
connects an interesting object; an outside auditorium. The platform
where the boats can dock varies in height, so the sitting height of
the outside auditorium will vary also. It’s 30 meters long, enough for
4 to 6 small boats.

drawing of how it coud work

side view 1:100
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PATH
Phase 56:front
and side view
PHASE
PERSPECTIVE
Phase six focusses on using structures that are already there, as the
one in the picture. On the old generator house for the light caster
for instance, a bird watching tower could be created on top of
it. This is just an example; another good idea would be to make a
sauna in one of the rooms of the old generator house. It is not a
bad idea to invite architecture students in the near future again, to
make one of these small shelters.
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CONNECTION
REFFERENCE

Tram Restaurant Hoftrammm is a moving The Hague tram
(model GTL8-1, number 3035) which has been converted
into a modern and elegant restaurant in the Netherlands
and which is fully equipped with all (restorative) amenities,
including a professional kitchen and toilet.In this project, it
would be interesting to restart the military line connecting
the marina and café. This would function as an attraction
and a connection while being practical and environmentally
friendly as well. This project could be developed in different
phases: at first the train will connect the marina and the café,
then in time it will be able to extend until the dynamic area.
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DYNAMIC AREA
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DYNAMIC AREA
LOCATION
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DYNAMIC AREA
CONCEPT

This area contains a lot of unused former military buildings. From
a storage building to a big kitchen and accommodations, the
area has it all. Because of the lac of information in floorplan we
decided to work with this part in a conceptual way. We divided
the buildings in different groups and gave them a function. In
the picture to the right: Blue: parking, red: Hostel and Green:
education. The idea is to change the outside of the buildings and
introduce a different kind of wooden facade. There will be different
viewpoints from where you can see a kind of pattern on the
facades like in the work of Felici Varini. The outside of the buildings
will also be colour coded so that it is possible to know the function
of the building by looking at it.
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DYNAMIC AREA

Wood facade : Natural material extracted from the area.
Inexpensive costs and fewer carbon emissions during the
installation. Low maintenance and longevity of the material. Ease
of painted art on wood. Wood as unifying material for all the
buildings of the dynamic area. Colours strips to identify which type
of building it is. Painting on wood that can be understood from
some spot.
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DYNAMIC AREA
FUNCTIONS
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GOLF
REFERENCE
The environment and the wildlife are the main thing to
preserve in the area of Lødingen in the construction of a golf
camp. As an example to design an ecological golf camp
we take the Crystals Springs Golf Course as a reference, a
project recognised for National Environmental Award . This
project sits on a 32.000-acre wildlife refuge, where a lot of
birds and deer can be seen during the green. Designed
by W. Herbert Fowler, is located on a ridge above three
reservoirs which contain more than 14 billion gallons of water
to provide to the whole bay. Protecting the water is a main
priority, the irrigation system works to keep the pollutants at
bay and the solar-powered, composting facilities use less
water, the system installed in the restrooms.
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